The equilibrium shape of a monatomic strained island on a substrate depends on the step free energies and the difference in surface stress between the island and the substrate. For small island sizes the step free energies dominate, resulting in compact islands. Beyond a critical island size, however, the strain energy becomes dominant and the island maximizes its perimeter, resulting in elongated islands. Here we show that for strained islands with force monopoles pointing in opposing directions at neighboring steps, a regime exists near the critical island size where both compact and elongated shapes can coexist.
The synthesis of artificial low-dimensional structures has been a topic of scientific and technological interest for many years. The formation of two-dimensional quantum wells and zero-dimensional quantum dots using epitaxial growth techniques is well established. However, the preparation of one-dimensional nanowires turns out to be more complex. One attractive route is to grow wirelike structures at preexisting steps on a surface [1] [2] [3] . These wires are usually irregular because they meander along with the steps. Tersoff and Tromp [4] demonstrated that there is another route to form nanowires on a twodimensional substrate. They showed that strained islands that are formed during lattice-mismatched epitaxial growth, will initially have a compact shape governed by the ratio of the step free energies. Beyond a critical size the strain energy becomes the dominant factor and the island prefers to maximize its perimeter, resulting in extremely elongated epitaxial islands, i.e., nanowires [4 -8] . In these heteroepitaxial systems the lattice mismatch between the island and the substrate leads to an elastic force monopole along the island periphery. For several metal adsorbates on Si(001), such as Ag [4] , Bi [9] , and Er [10] , the spontaneous formation of nanowires has been reported.
Also in homoepitaxial systems, such as Si=Si001 and Ge=Ge001, an elastic force monopole can arise. In this case the origin of the force monopole is an anisotropy in the surface stress. In the specific case of the semiconductor group IV (001) surfaces, the dimerization of the surface leads to a compressive stress along the substrate dimer rows ( k ) and a tensile stress perpendicular to the dimer rows ( ? ) [11, 12] . Because of the diamond crystal structure of Si and Ge, the direction of the dimer rows rotates at each monatomic step. This rotation of the dimer rows introduces a force monopole f k ÿ ? at single layer height steps. The symmetry of the diamond lattice dictates that those force monopoles have to be pointing inwards for one step orientation and outwards for the perpendicular orientation.
Despite the fact that the energetics of the equilibrium shape as a function of the island size is in theory well understood and also experimentally well characterized, the actual shape transition of the structures from compact to elongated, or vice versa, has always been assumed to be a smooth transition. In this Letter we demonstrate that this assumption is not valid when force monopoles acting on neighboring boundaries point in opposing directions. Even though this configuration also exhibits a shape transition from a compact shape at small island sizes to elongated shapes at large island sizes [4 -6] , we will show that it is considerably more complex and significant differences occur between this configuration and the smooth shape transition that occurs when all force monopoles are pointing in the same direction. Although we will restrict ourselves here to islands of monatomic height, our results are also applicable to three-dimensional islands [4] .
Consider a biaxially strained epitaxial island on a substrate with a twofold symmetry. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the island (or vacancy island [13] ) has a rectangular shape with length l and width w, see Fig. 1 . The island aspect ratio is c 2 l w . The lattice mismatch between the island and the substrate (heteroepitaxy) or the surface stress anisotropy (homoepitaxy) introduces an elastic force monopole at the island boundaries. We denote the step free energy along the island periphery by E l and E w , respectively. The total step free energy for the rectangular island is then
For the lattice-mismatched system the force monopole is generally constant along the island boundary and represented by f, whereas for the semiconductor group IV (001) surfaces one has f l ÿf w . The island strain energy is calculated as [14] E strain ÿ 1 2
where ur 1 ; fr 2 is the displacement at r 1 induced by a force f at r 2 . Li, Liu, and Lagally [5] have performed the integration of Eq. (2) for a rectangular island of length l and width w. They showed that the total free energy per unit area, E tot
, can be written as
where is the bulk modulus, is Poisson's ratio, a 0 is a microscopic cutoff length, E s 1 2 f 2 is the unit strain energy, D 2 lw is the island size, and Gc is a dimensionless geometric factor. The geometric factor depends on the exact orientation of the force monopoles at the island boundaries. Li, Liu, and Lagally [5] have derived expressions for the case where the force monopoles have the same orientation at all island boundaries (referred to as case I). In the case that the force monopoles have opposing directions at neighboring boundaries (referred to as case II), a slightly different geometric factor was obtained [5] . develop (with c > 1). With increasing island size these two local minima become deeper and deeper, whereas the minimum at c 1 becomes less pronounced, see Fig. 2(b) . Eventually, all three minima have an equal depth and this point marks the transition from compact to elongated. For larger island sizes, the minimum at c 1 eventually vanishes, see Fig. 2(c) .
Our evaluation of the island energy thus shows that the equilibrium shape of an island not only depends on the relative strengths of the step free energies and the strain energy, it is also a function of the mutual orientation of the force monopoles. The fact that case II exhibits a coexistence regime and case I does not, can be ascribed to the interaction between force monopoles at neighboring island boundaries. Changing the orientation of two of the four monopoles to point inwards, reorients them in such a way that the force monopoles are now pointing along the displacement that is caused by the force monopoles working on neighboring boundaries. This constitutes an additional gain in elastic energy at the island boundaries. For identical values of the step free energy, the additional gain in total energy per unit area of the island is given by
Regardless of the island aspect ratio, a change in orientation of two of the four force monopoles will thus always lower the island free energy. The effect is strongest for aspect ratios c Þ 1 and the different orientation of the force monopoles thus makes the compact shape metastable or even unstable for island areas D D c . The spatial origin of the additional energy gain is at the corners of the island. Equation (5) is optimized by maximizing the amount of step length that is available directly adjacent to the corner sites. This is realized in practice through the premature elongation of the shape of the island at island areas D < D C . The additional step length decreases E tot by an amount that makes it favorable for the island to assume an elongated shape, where the shape would otherwise still be compact, as in case I.
The evaluation of the island energy that is plotted in Fig. 2 , shows the energy landscape for the case where the step energies E l and E w are equal. The introduction of an anisotropy in the step free energy with E w E l > 1 lowers the minimum at c with respect to the one at 1 c . Despite this difference, bistability is found here too. However, for low strain energies a regime exists where the bistability is suppressed as the E w boundary energy term in Eq. (3) becomes dominant over the additional gain in elastic energy. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where we have calculated the evolution of l and w as a function of the island size for a small and a large strain energy. In Fig. 3 the bistability in the shape transition shows up as a discontinuity in the two branches that give l and w as a function of island area.
In practice, step free energies will decrease with increasing temperature until they vanish at the roughening temperature. The ratio
can thus be made arbitrarily large and we therefore anticipate the bistability to occur in systems such as Si(001) and Ge(001), provided that the terrace size is sufficiently large. We have illustrated this by plotting the expected values for the bistability is suppressed more and more and the temperature interval at which the bistability can be observed narrows. For Ge(001), the crossover point from the region with exclusively elongated islands into the regime where a bistability occurs, lies at 885 K, i.e., approximately 15 K below the roughening temperature. We therefore conclude that the bistability that we have found here, will occur in practice in the semiconductor group IV (001) surfaces. Its observation can, however, be hampered by the fact that it occurs only at elevated temperatures, just below the roughening temperature. It should be pointed out here that for less anisotropic step energies, the bistability occurs over a much larger temperature interval. In the case of fully isotropic step energies, the bistability is found for all nonzero values of the strain energy. The minimum size of the terraces for which the effect should be observable is at least a few times the critical diameter D c .
A second fundamental conclusion of our calculations is that the precise shape of a strained island can depend critically on how it was formed. Depending on whether one approaches the critical island size from below or above, i.e., through growth or decay, in case II the island shape is temporarily trapped in the compact shape (c 1) or in the elongated shape (c ), respectively. This is illustrated in Fig. 3(b) , which demonstrates a discontinuous jump in l and w as the island size is changed and the island shape is trapped on either the compact branch or the elongated branch. We speculate that a similar effect can be found for three-dimensional islands when an approach similar to that in Ref. [4] is applied.
In summary, we have shown that strained islands on a surface with twofold symmetry undergo a shape transition from compact to elongated via a coexistence regime. The coexistence regime occurs when the force monopoles at the island boundaries change direction at each neighboring boundary, although their relative magnitude may vary. The applicability of the theory is not restricted to homoepitaxial systems only. In principle it applies to heteroepitaxial systems as well, provided that the force monopoles at neighboring boundaries point in opposite directions.
